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I N T R O D U C T I O N

We are dealing with the facts that has to do with the proper
ties of wood and also its characteristics,

it then deals y/ith the

present methods of using woods in its various forms.

,.e also take

under considelation the large percentage of waste in the various
stages, such as, logging, seasoning, sawing chemical conversion, and
in manufacture, and the large losses by fire, insists marine borers,
strains and decay.
un every hand we see evidence of steel, stone or concrete be
ing used to replace wood.

le find that in the last two decades

that there has been a decrease in the annual consumption of lumber,
xhis was due to the advance in the prices of lumber.
•secondly, this thesis is to create interest about lumber and
woods and also to increase our understanding about it.

More

inter

est in wood on the part of the vrood worker causes him to do better
work,

xhis is an advantage to him, his employer and also the

consumer of the product.

With closer and better utilization of

this material, I shall explain that it is possible to reduce the
manufacturing costs and produce cheaper

goods,

it is obvious that

cheaper goods with good profit is an approach toward raising economic
standards.

SELECTION OF WOODS

The kind of wood to be used depends upon the use which is to
be made of it.

Cost, length of service desired, availability and

workableness also govern the seleetion, but above all other factors
the use to be made of the wood must be considered,

of the hundreds

of kinds meet special conditions, and these qualities have determin
ed the use of certain kinds of woods, experience has taught wood
workers that certain kinds meet special conditions, and these
qualities have determined the use of certain kinds of wood for par
ticular purposes.

For example, white pine lumber is highly prized

in the united States for use where the lumber is exposed to the
weather,

white pine is very durable even when it is exposed and

this, combined wi th its ease of working and availability, has made
it a favorite with carpenters,

unfortunately, the desirability of

white pine has caused it to be used so extensively that the supply
has been greatly reduced and the price has increased, forcing the
use of other kind of wood.
here lumber is to be used in large quantities, as for build
ings, the local lumber available determines to a great extent the
kind which will be used, for transportation greatly increases the
cost of lumber.
different kind of wood vary in their weight and hardness.
The weight of a piece of wood depaads upon the compactness of its
structure and the amount of moisture in it.

unly a few varieties

of wood are heavier than water, and moisture in most woods has a
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tendency to make them heavy; therefore the relative weights of dif
ferent woods cannot be compared until the pieces have been thorough
ly dried,

noweyer, wood as generally used is not thoroughly dried,

and varies in weight from 13-85# pel' cubic foot.
Hbe weight of wood is generally indicated by its specific
gravity.

lEhisis obtained by comparing the weight of a piece of

wood with the weight of an equal volume of pure water,

if the

specific gravity of white oak is 0.60, it means that a cubic foot
of white oak is 0.60 the weight of a cubic foot of water,

pure

water weighs 62.4 lbs. per cubic foot; therefore, a cubic foot of
oak would weigh 0.60 x 62.4

=

37.4 lbs.

lighter in weight than hard woods.
are exceptions to this rule.

As a rule, soft woods

Larch and a few other soft woods

All woods are much heavier when they

are green.

Hardest

very Hard

Hard

medium

Ironwood

Hickory

Ash

Ligmumvitae
•••«••

oood uak

Walnut

Douglas
Spruce
•••«•••

Him

Leech

Hard
maple

Holly

are

Soft
uoniferous
nine
Spruce
cedar

sycamore

Popular

uhestnut

Linden
Horse
Chestnut

very Soft
uottonwood
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HESODRCES O? WOODS

it is important for us to know the leading resources of lumber.
The following table shows the chief resources in the United states.
1. Tfeshington

7, California

2. .Louisiana

S. Texas

3. x.issiBsippi

9. Alabama

4. uregon
5.

10. Wisconsin

N. Carolina 11. Mchigan

6. Arkansas
Services of number
The services rendered by wood causes it to be more widely used.
We know that it is the most common for building or construction
purposes.

We find in tie following, the factors that cause it to be

most widely used.
1. its cost is moderate.
2. It is easily fastened together.
3. It is strong for its weight.
4. it holds paint well
5. it is light therefore, it is easy to handle and transported.
6. it expands ana contracts very little when it is heated or
cooled,
7. it can be easily formed into various shapes,
8. it is a poor conductor of electricity.
9. it transmits sound and heat.
10. it absorbs vibrations and shocks to some extent.
11. its defects are usually visible, therefore, vfoich makes it
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possible to avoid.
12. Acids, water and rust have little or no effect on it.
uf course it is obvious that, in-as-much as the advantages of
woods, there are a number of disadvantages,

some of its disadvantages

are as follows:
1. It burns.
2. It decays.
3. it will split easily.
4. its hardness is limited.
5. its dimensions cannot be lengthened without jointing.
6. its strength varies.
7. it shrinks and espands with the presence and absence of
moisture.
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SECTION 05' LTBIBSR

As a tree grows, the inner cells cease to be important in
carrying on the life functions, and are chiefly important for the
strength they render to the tree.

The outer layers of cells take

up the work of the work of these inner cells and are therefore cal
led the sapwood.

As time goes on, the inner more or less inactive

cells become stained with mineral deposits so that the inner cylender or heartwood is frequsi tly darker colored than the sapwood.
Heart wood is often very beautifully colored and forms the most
valuable part of the tree when it is used for lumber, hovrever, the
inner cell of some trees do not cease earring sap, and in these
there is little difference between heartwood ana sapwood and fre
quently less absorbent.

£
1.
E.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Gross section of a
showing

heartwood
sapwood
bambium
inner bark
outer bark
medullary rays
pith.
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ITSSFUL PROPERTIES OF WOCD 3
The properties of wood that determine its value to us are its
weight, strength, hardness shrinkage, stiffness, toughness and many
other less definite properties such as resistance to bending ease
of working, resistance to weather and insect attaet, durability,
warding, tenacity and appearance.

The relative importance of these

properties varies wi th the use; therefore, the requirements of -the
woodworker are met by the great variety of woods with their vary
ing combinations of these qualities.
Most of the usual varieties of wood have been tested for their
more important qualities, and the results of these tests form a basis
of comparison for the many kinds of wood now in common use.

Tests

are, however, not exact indicators of the properties of woods and
cannot be taken as an absolute basis for comparison for.

As lias

been pointed out no two trees are exactly alike and there is a wide
•variation within each species.
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STRH7CJTH. OF WOODS

Summer wood is stronger than spring wood.
mer wood is heavier than heart wood or sapwood.

It is also true that sum
Me can, therefore, say

that with in a given species the heaviest wood is the strongest wood.
j.n frame construction, the strength of timbers is an important factor.
The strength of these wooden members is indicated in three ways:
1. Crushing strength, as in the case of wall plates when the load
is parallel to the grain.
2, Bending strength, as in poles or studs in a wall.
5. shearing strength, as in joist when the load is between the ends,
shearing strength when the load tends to make the fibers slide
past each other.
In many woods the cells formed in the spring are comp ratively large
and have thin walls, producing a light, soft, and weak layer known as
the spring wood.

The cells formed later in the year are smaller and have

thick walls, forming, on the outside of the springwood, a darker, harder,
and stronger layer known as the sumnerwood.

Since summer wood is stronger

than springwood, the percentage of summerwood determines to a large extent
the strength of wood.
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TABL3 03 STRENGTH OF C011I0HLY USED WOODS
Tension
Transverse,
Compression
.y
With Across Fider Elasticity
End
Lgth.not Across
Grain
Stress
Grain
Bearing Greater
i
than 15
times l)ia
•

o
o

Georgia xellot? Pine
Shortleaf Y. Pine

9pOO

Che stnut

8500

Spruce &
Eastern Fir
Worvay Pine

8,00( i
3,000

Douglas Fir

3,000

white Pine

7,000

Cedar

7,000

*

spoo

7,000 1,500,000

7,000

5,000

2,000

600

7,000 1,500,000

7,000

5,000

1,400

500

6,000 12,000,000

6,000

4,500

1,000

4,000

900

5,000

1,000,000

500.

4,000 12,000,000

6,000

4,000

700

500

5,000 1,150,000

5,000

4,000

800

5,000 1,400,000

5,700

4,500

4,000 1,000,000

5,500

5,500

700

4,000

5,500

3,500

700

500

700,000

•<

•

* »

<

California RedWood

7,000

4,500

700,000

Cypress

6,000

5,000

900,000

Hemlock

6,000

3,600

900,000

5,000

•

o
o
VA

L2p00

CO

White uak

4,000

600

4,000

700

4,000

600 ;

(Cont'd on. Page 9)

>

>

(cont'd from Page 8)

666
<

m th
Orai n

<

White Oak
4

Feorgia Yellow Pine

8000

4,000

600

5,000

400

4,000

600

8,000

400

3,000

•

4

Shortleaf Y. Pine
Chestnut

Sheering
Across
Qrain

«
*

•

Spruce h
Eastern Fir
Ilorray Pine

P
500

Loughs Fir
White Pine

400

2,000

400

1,500

*

Cedar
Red Wfiod of
California

<•

400

Cypress
Hemlock

l

350

2,500

1
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LI3MBER 3A T.I.G

Because of the presence of the medullary rays and annual rings
in wood it may he cut into lumber in two distinct ways:

It may be

cut more or less parallel with the rays, across the rings, that is
from the bark toward the center, producing what is known as radially
cut, quarter-sawed, edge-grain, vertical grain, or rift-sawed lumber;
or it may be cut raore or less at right angles to the rays, or tangent
to the rings producing tangentially cut, plain-sawed, flat-grain,
slush-grain, or hastard lumber.
For same purpose plain-sawed lumber is preferred and for other
purposes quarter sawed lumber. The following are the principal ad
vantages of quarter sawed or edge grain lumber over plain-sawed or
flat-grain lumber:
1. It shrinks less in width.
2. It twists and cups less.
S. m many woods, as in oak sycamore, and mahogony it gives
better figure.
4. It wears more evenly, and does not silver so much.
5. It does not surface check or split open so badly in seasoning
and, therefore, can be dried more rapidly in a kiln by giving
it more severe treatment.
The following are principal advantages of plain sawed or flatgrained lumber:
1. It is cheaper to cut at the mill, and there is less waste in
cutting.
2. In some woods, as in yellow pine, cypress, Douglass fir, and
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redwood, it gives a more beautiful figure.
3.

it dries more rapidly than quarter-sawed lumber under the same
conditions.

4.

it does not collapse so easily in drying.

5.

if knots are present they are round and not spike knots as
in auarter-sawed boards.

The manner in which a log is sawed has an important bearing on
its quality of behavior,

rhere are several methods, as

1. Plain or bastard isometimes called flat or slash).
2. quarter or rift.
a. Radial
b. Tangential
c. Quarter tangential
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GRAIM OF WOODS

Another and an entirely different use of the v/ord "grain" is
with respect to the direction in ifcich the fibers extend.
Straight grain means that the fibers in trees' trunks

and timber

products run practically parallel to the main axis.
Spiral grain means that the fibers in trees' trunks take a sprial
course giving the trunk a twisted appearance.

Wood with pronounced

spiral grain is not so strong in bending, as straight grained material.
Spiral grain can be detected most easily in sawed material by
splitting the wood in a radial direction.

The cleft will follow the

grain, and ihe split surface will be twisted.
the peica and is not always permissible.

This, of course, mulates

Spiral grain can be also

detected on the flat grain faces by direction of checks, pores, resin
ducts, and medullary rays, since all these extend parallel Tfith the
fibers.

The direction in whidi ink spreads in the longitudinal sur

face of wood also indicates the direction of the grain.

The presence,

but not the exact slope, of spiral grain can also be detected on the
edge grain faces By the inclinatiox of the fibers pulled out by the
planer.

In the figures below show spiral grain in lumber.

sawed board, and in B,

a

quarter-sawed board.
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If timber is cut so that the grain slopes on the radial faces,
the direction of the grain usually shows up plainly because the annual
layers of growth indicate the direction of the fibers. Diagonal grain
of this kind may also be indicated on the tangental faces by the
numerous

parabolas formed by the annual rings.

shows diagonal grain in lumber.

The diagram

below

The direction and slope of diagonal

grain can also be determined by splitting a piece of wood tangentially,
but this is not necessary except in woods with "very indistinct annual

Showing diagonal grain on ihe radial faces R, in A, a plainsawed board, and in B, a quarter-sawed board.
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FHYSICAL PR0PSRP3HS 0? WOODS

Tie physical properties of a substance are those which are
manifested without any chemical changes taking place, as weight, hard
ness, color, absorption of moisture, etc.

For convenience, those

properties which can be determined only by applying an outside force
to wood, such as breaking strength, elasticity and hardness, are de
scribed separately under the head of "Mechanical Properties,"
The physical properties are;
1. The weiglib of wood.
2. Specific gravity.
3. Moisture in wood.
4. Absorption of moisture,
5. penetration of woods by liquids.
6. shrinkage.
7. dwelling.
8. Conductivity of heat,
9. Conductivity of electricity.
10 . Thermal Expansion.
11. Mound producing qualities.
12. Odor.
13. Taste.
14. Color
Mechanical Properties of Moods
The mechanical properties of a material may be defined as those
properties which enable it to resist external forces which tends to
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change its size or shape.

A piece of soft putty offers little re

sistance to force Thich tends to deform it and, therefore, it ranks
low in strength; a wooden stringer or post, on the other hand, may
show great resistance to external forces in which case it is consider
ed strong,

shrinking, warping, and expansion or contraction due to

changes in temperature also cause changes in the shape of a piece of
wood, but such changes are due to forces acting from within and are
not to its mechaiical properties.
Whenever external fbrces act cn a solid body they change its
shape more or less and there are induced internal resisting forces
which balance the external forces.

The change in shape is known as

deformation, and the internal resisting forces are called stresses.
As the e ternal forces increase, the deformation and internal stresses
also increase.

When tie internal stresses in any part of a body ex

ceed the force of cohesion betwe n "the particles in that part, perma
nent deformation, or what is known as failure, occurs.
Chemical .Properties of Y.'ood
The Chemical proper-ties of wo dare those Thieh are manifested
by any change, or resistance to change, in the composition of the wood
substance when associated with other materials or when subjected to
various forms of energy such as heat, electricity, light or pressure,
.ood is comparatively inert in seme respects, as in its resistance to
attack by many dilute acids, salt water, or fumes; on the other hand,
wood is readily oaidized ^burned), dissolved, or converted into some
other products under proper conditions.
The chemical properties of wood which are of chief interest to
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ths average consumer of lumber ere its combustibility and its fuel
Value,

'i'hose properties which are made use of in the manufacture of

other materials, such as paper, alcohol, or artificial silk, usually
interest the average user of lumber only in so far as the manufacture
of such products from waste material increase the revenue which may
be derived from the forest, thereby assisting in keeping down the price
of lumber.
The chief solid constituent of wood, and in fact of most plants,
is cellulose.

Cellulose consist of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and

is represented chemically by the formula

.

The proportionate

amount of each of these elemaits is the same as in starch, but cellu
lose differs frcm starch in that it will not form a colloidal solution
in hot water, it is less easily hydtolized, and is not digestible by
man, although some animals can digeBt it in parts.
in one hundred parts of dry wood and cellulose the following
proportions by weight are found:

Y/ood (approximately)
Carbcn
Hydrogen
Oxygan

Cellulose

4Q

44.4

6

6.2

44

46.4
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DETERIORATION OF WOODS

The deterioration of wood under various conditions of use is a
very important subject from tiae standpoint of changes in

chemical

composition as well as the weakness and failure of structural tim
bers.

Only the changes in chemical composition and natural resistance

to various forms of deteiation will be mentioned here since only
these subjects are directed connected with wood chemistry.

The

artifucial treatment of wood to prevent deterioration is not closely
related except that it may be considered an immitation of the nat
ural method of producing durable woods.
conditions where woods are destroyed:
1.

DeCay

2.

Mold

3.

Bapstain

4.

Terido

5. Termites
6. Chemieals
7. Round-headed dorer
8. Ambrosia beetle
9. White ants
10. Marine Borers
11. Teredo Navalis
12. Limnoria
13. Fire

Listed below are tin various
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WOOD smsauma

Air seasoning of lumber is tie. process of removing a large portion
of its moisture by exposure to air without artificial beat.

.ood is

said to be thoroughly air dry when it has practically ceased to lose weight
by drying under favorable seasoning conditions in the open air.

often

wood is considered sufficiently air dry before this condition is reached.
The following are the principal reasons for air seasoning wood;
1. ro reduce its weight.
2. To reduce shrinking, checking, and warping after the wood is put
to use.
3. To prepare it for kiln drying.
4. To raake the wood less subject to decay.
5. To prepare it &r painting or for preservative treatments.
6. To increase its strength.
7. To promote combustion.
Kiln drying i3 the process of artificially seasoning lumber by apply
ing heat to it in an inclceed space, or kiln,

it shortens the time re

quired for seasoning, and, if done properly, it may turn out a better and
more suitable product than ordinary air drying kiln drying is widely prac
ticed in connection with the manufacture and utilization of the better
grades of lumber.

At some plants all grades are kiln dried.

The principle purposes of kiln drying are;
1. To remove the moisture more rapidly than can be done in air drying^
thereby reducing the quality of lumber it is nenesoary to carry in
stock.
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2. To reduce the moisture contents of wood belov; that attain
able in air drying so tint further drying and shrinking will
not take place after it is put into use.
3. To avoid or reduce injuries to lumber, such as checking
hon

honeycombing, staining, and insect attack, which may occur
in air seasoning.
4. To harden the resin by evaopration the volatile matter.
5. To make the wood more suitable for gluing and painting.
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GBADING LUMBER

to
Lumber is classified not only as/the kinds or species of wood
but also as to the quality or grade of the same kind.

The grading

of lumber is based on the character, number, and location of defects
it contains and to a certain extent on the size of the boards.

The

better grades of lumber are comparatively free from defects and are
limited as to the percentage of small boards they may contain, while;
the lower grades have so many defects that only samll sized clear
peices can be cut from them, or , if the lumber is used entirely, it
is fit only for very cheap or temporary construction.
-^hese grades are based on a piece 8 inches wide by 12 feet long,
or a piece which contains 8 square feet, surface measure.
nanes:

Grade

A, B, C, and D.

Standard Thickness of Hardwood lumber according to the
National Hardwood Lumber Association
Thickness in
(S23)a
inches, rough . Thickness in
inches. Surfaced
2 sides

3/8

3/16

Thickness
in inches
rough

Thickness
in inches.
•Surfaced 2
sides. ^S2S)a

1 3/4

iir

i
a

5/16

5/8

7/16

3/4

9/16

1

13/16

3|
A

3|

1 3/32

4

3 3/4

1 11/32

2
23=-

"&•

1 3/4
si-

2 3/4
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Random widths should always he called for when ordering any kind
of lumber, except white pine, yellow pine, Korth Carolina
cypress and spruce.

pine,

Dealers stock the lumber in their yards in this

way consequently, if lumber of one width and one length is specified
it is necessary for the dealer to get the required widths and lengths,
and very often he has to send the boards to a mill and have them
ripped to get the widths wanted.

Hot only is the cost of handling

and the mill work added to the price of the lumber, but the depreeiation in value of the remainder of the lumber dealer's stock, together
with the cost of any waste pieces nade by rip-ing, which the buyer
does not get, is also added.

$hereforq, unless a great many pieces

of one size are to be used without cutting, specified sizes, other
than those included in the respective grades, should not be called
for.
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QO&GLUalGH;
In this thesis i have discussed, lumber that is to be used in the construct
ion of the morden American home. To get this information, I had to condense the
more important matter, and leave out much of the detail, though interesting and
valuable, was no small task. Throughout this whole thesis I have

striven

foB

accurcy in so far as it was possible to obtain accurate data.
In this thesis an attempt is made to present in as non-techinical a manner
as is consistent %vith clearness and accuracy, The more important facts concern
ing the clearness and accuracy, the more important facts concerning the propities of wood and how , and how these propities effect its utilization.

Of

late years there has been considerable demand for more denifite in formation
concerning timber than ordinary opinions and impressions as to strength, shrink
age and durability. This desire for more information is prompted largely by the
increasing price of lumber which is due principally to the rapid depletion of
our forests.
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